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INTRODUCTION 
The system of all closure operators definable over the ordinal sum of 
two p.o.sets ( = partially ordered sets) has been studied by DwiNGER. 
In [1], it is stated that, if Lis the ordinal sum of two complete lattices, 
M and N, then there is a complete lattice-homomorphism of the lattice 
constituted by the closure operators of L onto the lattice of the closure 
operators of N (Theorem 8). 
In a recent paper 1), we have shown that, if M is a chain with n elements 
and N is a complete lattice, then the lattice formed by the closure operators 
of the ordinal sum of M and N is isomorphic to the direct product of a 
Boolean algebra with n atoms by the lattic~- constituted by the closure 
operators of N. 
The purpose of this note is to improve these results. We obtain a 
formula giving (up to isomorphisms) the system of closure operators of 
the ordinal sum of M and N, in terms of the systems of closure operators 
of M and N, where M is a p.o.set containing a last element and N is a 
p.o.set containing a first element. As we shall see, the theorem stated by 
DwiNGER follows immediately from that formula. 
§ 1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
I. An operator q; of a p.o.set L is said to be a closure operator of L, 
if the following conditions hold: 
01: x.;;;q;(x), for every x E L; 
02: if x.;;;y, then q;(x)<q;(y); 
03: q;(q;(x))=q;(x), for every x E L. 
The element q;(x) is called the closure of x under q;. The elements x E L, 
such that q;(x) =x, are said to be closed under q;. If L contains a last 
element u, then u is clearly closed under every closure operator of L. 
1) See [3], pp. 17-18. 
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We denote by ,P(L) the set of all closure operators definable over the 
p.o.set L. We define a partial order in ,P(L), by setting 
rp<'lfJ, if and only if rp(x) <:.1p(x), for every x E L. 
It is known that, if L is a complete lattice, then ,P(L) is a complete 
lattice 1 ). 
II. Let us recall that Lis said to be the ordinal sum of the disjoint 
p.o.sets M and N, L=M EB N, if Lis the set of all elements in MorN 
and x<;.y, in L, means that one of the following conditions holds: 
(i) x,y EM and x<;.y in M; 
(ii) x,yENandx<;.yinN; 
(iii) x EM andy EN. 
It is immediate that the operation EB is associative. 
If M and N are complete lattices, then L = M EB N is a complete lattice. 
III. We recall that Lis said to be the direct product (=cardinal product) 
of the p.o.sets M and N, L=MN, if Lis the set of all couples (x, y) with 
x EM andy EN, where (x, y)<;.(z, t) means that x<;.z in M and y<;.t inN. 
It is immediate that the products (MN)P and M(NP) are isomorphic. 
The product M1M2 ... Mn, of the p.o.sets Mt(i= 1, 2, ... , n), is defined 
as the set of all n-uples (x1, x2, ... , Xn), with Xt E Mt, where 
If the p.o.sets Mt are complete lattices, then the product M1M2 ... Mn 
is clearly a complete lattice. 
It follows immediately, from the definitions, that the p.o.set MN is 
isomorphic to N M, but the p.o.set M EB N need not be isomorphic to 
NEEJM2). 
IV. One says that the p.o.set Lis the ordinal product of the p.o.sets 
M and N, L=M ® N, if L consists of all couples (x, y), with x EM and 
yEN, where (x, y) < (z, t) means that one ofthe following conditions holds: 
(i) x<z; 
(ii) X=Z and y<;.t. 
It is obvious that if M1, M2, ... , Mn are isomorphic to M, then the 
p.o.set M1 EB M2 EB ... EB Mn is isomorphic to n ® M, where n denotes a 
chain with n elements. 
§ 2. THE MAIN RESULT 
Let us suppose that the p.o.set M contains a last element UM and 
t.he p.o.set N contains a first element ON. If rp E ,P(M) and 1p E ,P(N), then 
1) See [4], Theorem 4-2. 
2) If M and N are complete lattices, then M ~ N and N ~ M are quasi-
isomorphic complete lattices (See [3]). 
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we can define two closure operators of L=M E8 N, represented by 
(cp,'lf, l) and (cp,'lf, 2), respectively, as it follows: 
Operator ( cp, 1p, l) : 
~ (cp, 1p, l )(x) = cp(x), if x EM; 
( (cp, 'If, l)(x)=1p(x), if x EN; 
Operator (cp, 1p, 2): 
) 
(cp, 'If, 2)(x)=cp(x), if x EM and cp(x)<uM; 
(cp,1f,2)(x)=1f(ON), if xEM and cp(x)=uM; 
(cp, 1p, 2)(x) = 1p(x), if x EN. 
It is easy to see that these operators are closure operators of the p.o.set 
L=M EEJN. Let us show, for instance, that (cp,1p,2) is a closure operator of L. 
01: Since cp(x) ;;;,x, 1p(x) ;;;,x and 1p(ON) ;;;,ON>every x EM, one has 
(cp, 'If, 2)(x) ;;;,x, for every x E L. 
02: Let us suppose that x<:,y. If y EM and cp(y)<uM, one has 
(cp, 'If, 2)(x)=cp(x),;;,cp(y)=(cp, 1p, 2)(y). 
If y EM and cp(x)<uM=cp(y), one has 
(cp, 'If, 2)(x)=cp(x)<UM<0N<:.1p(0N)=(cp, 'If, 2)(y). 
If y EM and cp(x)=UM=cp(y), then 
(cp, 'If, 2)(x)=1f(ON)=(cp, 'If, 2Hy). 
If x EM andy EN, then 
(cp, 'If, 2)(x)<"P(ON)<"P(Y)=(cp, 'If, 2)(y). 
Finally, if x EN, then one has 
(cp, 1p, 2)(x) =1p(x) <:,1p(y) = (cp, 'If, 2)(y). 
03: If x EM and cp(x)<uM, then 
(cp, 1p, 2)((cp, 1p, 2)(x)) = (cp, 'If, 2)((cp(x))) = cp(cp(x)) = cp(x) = (cp, 'If, 2)(x). 
If x EM and cp(x) = UM, then 
(cp, 1p, 2)((cp, 'If, 2)(x)) = (cp, 'If, 2)((1p(ON))) =1f(1p(0N)) =1f(ON) = (cp, 'If, 2)(x). 
If x EN, then 
(cp, 'If, 2)((cp, 'If, 2)(x)) = (cp, 'If, 2)((1jJ(X))) = 1p(1p(X)) ='If( X)= (cp, 'If, 2)(x). 
This means that the operator (cp, 'If, 2) is a closure operator of L. 
It is clear that the operators (cp, 1p, l) and (cp, 1p, 2) do not coincide, 
since (cp, 1p, l)(uM) =UM<ON<'If(ON) = (cp, 'If, 2)(uM)· From the definitions 
of these operators, it follows immediately that 
(cp, 1p, l)(x),;;,(cp, 1p, 2)(x), for every x EL, 
and consequently, one has (cp, 'If, l) < (cp, 'If, 2). 
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Now, let () be a closure operator of L=M EB N. Then, it is obvious 
that the restriction of () to N is a closure operator of N. Moreover, as 
one sees easily, the restriction of() toM is a closure operator of M, if and 
only if ()(uM)=UM. 
Thus, if 8(uM) = UM, the closure operator () is clearly of the type 
(cp, 1p, 1), where cp is a closure operator of M and 1p is a closure operator 
of N. If 8(uM)>uM, then one has 8(uM) EN, hence 8(uM)=8(0N), i.e., 
8(uM)=1jJ(ON), where 1p is the restriction of() toN. From this it follows 
that, if we define the operator cp, of M, by the conditions 
~ cp(x) = 8(x), if 8(x) < UM, 
( cp(x) = UM, if 8(x) = ()(QN), (x EM), 
we get a closure operator of M, and we see that() is of the type (cp, 1p, 2). 
Since 
and 
(cp, 1p, 1).;;; (cp', 1p', 1), if and only if cp.;;cp' and 1p<:;1p', 
(cp, 1p, 2).;;(cp', 1p', 2), if and only if cp.;;cp' and 1p<:;1p', 
(cp, 1p,1)<(cp, 1p, 2), for every cp E ~(M) and for every 1p E ~(N) 
the following holds : 
Theorem: If M is a p.o.set containing a last element and N is a p.o.set 
containing a first element, then one has 
~(M E8 N) ~ l~(M)~(N), 
where ~ means isomorphism and 2 is a chain with two elements. 
§ 3. SOME SPECIAL CASES 
Since the operation EB is associative, one concludes immediately, by 
finite induction, the following 
Corollary 1 : If the p.o.sets Mi, (i = 1, 2, ... , n), satisfy the conditions 
(i) Mi contains a last element, for i <n, 
(ii) Mi contains a first element, for i>1, 
then one has 
~(M1 E8 M2 E8 ... E8 Mn) ~ 2n-l~(M1)~(M2) ... ~(Mn), 
where 2n-1 is a Boolean algebra with n-1 atoms. 
In particular, the following holds: 
Corollary 2: If the p.o.sets Mi, (i= 1, 2, ... , n), are isomorphic to M 
and contain a first element and a last element, then 
~(M1 EB M2 EB ... EB Mn) ~ ln-l(~(M))n. 
From this it follows 
Corollary 3: If M is a p.o.set with a first element and a last element, then 
~(n 0 M) ~ ln-l(~(M))n. 
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It is clear that all these results hold, if the p.o.sets are complete lattices. 
It is known that the lattices of closure operators of complete lattices are 
isomorphic, if and only if these lattices are quasi-isomorphic 1 ). 
Consequently, we can state the following 
Corollary 4: If the complete lattices Mi, (i= I, 2, ... , n), are quasi-
isomorphic to M, then 
if;(M1 EB M2 EB ... EB Mn) ~ ln-l(if;(M))n. 
Now, let us suppose that the complete lattice L is the direct product 
of two complete lattices, L1 and L2. Then the homomorphic mapping 
of L onto Li, (i= I, 2), defined by (x1, x2)---+ Xi, Xi ELi, is called a 
decomposition homomorphism 2). It is dear that such a homomorphism is 
complete, i.e., such a homomorphism preserves infinite joins and infinite 
meets. On the other hand, a complete homomorphism of a complete 
lattice need not be a decomposition homomorphism 3). 
Then, from Theorem above, we conclude the following statement, which 
improves a result of DWINGER ([I], Theorem 8): 
Corollary 5: If M and N are complete lattices, then there is a 
decomposition homomorphism of if>(M EB N) onto if>(M), and a decomposition 
homomorphism of if>(M EB N) onto if>(N). 
1) See [3], Theorem 9. 
2) See [2], p. 412. 
3) See [2], pp. 412-413. 
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